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Let R* denote the sum of all members of d conjugacy class T of a finite symmetric group Let 
k,, � k =&_ 5. Generating functions are obtained for the coeticients c,._, where p and u 
arc Feflection classes. 
Zet c(G) &note the group algebra af a finite group G over the field C of 
cotiplex numbers, Lel. k, E CT(G) denote the sum of all mem’bers of a (conjugacy) 
slass 7 of G. Then the k, are linea-ly independent and span the center Z of C(G) 
[see e.g. [II). Thus multiplication in Z is uniquely determined by the system of 
numbers cclrr satisfying 
. These, numbers are in fact non-negative integers with a simple combinatorial 
ink&pR%@ion:C_ is the number of diiferent ways a g E T can be factored into a 
product ‘g,& in G, with g1 E p and g2 E CR They are intimately related to the 
system of characters of the irreducible representations of G, which are calculable 
from them (see [1], p. 85-86). 
We call g E G a rejIection if g* = I. A class p in G is a rejlectim class (ret) if p is 
a class of refiections. We shall obtain generating functions for the coefficients cpcn. 
in S,,, the symmetric group on n letterq, where p and o are restricted to be 
reflection classes. The corresponding coefficients for the alternating group A, are 
readily available. In fact, if p is a ret :in A,,, p is also a ret in S,.,, and so if 7’ c r, T’ 
a class in A,, T a class in S,, then cpn (in S,,) equals +,+ (in A,,). 
In [3) the question when a member 8 of a class T in Sn is a product &!J with 
4 E p, 9 E cr where p and u are recs was settled. This determines whether c_> 0, 
._nd so tlhis article is a quantitative ext ?nsion of [3]. We utilize often results of [2], 
and so familiarity with it is helpful. It is, however, not necessary, if the reader is 
prepared to take for granted the facts t uoted. 
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1. What are the bireftection polynominals? 
Let N denote the set of positive integers, No =N U to}. A type is a function 
g: N --+ No of finite support. For k, sEN we denote by (k, s) the type g satisfying 
g(k) = s, g(k') =0 for k' cI= k. The types (k, s) are called elementary types. 
Let A be a finite non-empty set in the sequel. SA denotes the group of all 
permutations of A. Let 8 E SA' A 8-orbit is a minimal non-empty 8 invariant 
subset of A. The (conjugacy) type 0 is the type defined by O(k) =number of 
8-orbits of cardinality k. 0 completely determines the conjugacy class 'T of 8 (see 
e.g. [4]. 1.3.11). Associate with each class T in SA a type f by stipulating f =0 
where 8 is any member of 'T. If p is a rec then p(k) =0 for k > 2. 
We identify n with a set of n elements (say n ={O, I, ... n -l}). A rec p in SrI is 
uniquely determined by p{ 1). We denote by R, the rec p with p( 1) = i. and set for 
a class 'T in S". (",,.. =CR RT' 
J I 
With every class T in S" we associate a polynomial br (f: x. y), the bireflection 
polynomial of 'T, defined by 
br (f; x, y) =L l',,..x'y'. 
" 
Thus the coefficient of x'y' in br (f; x, y) is the number of different ways a 8 E T 
can be factored into a product 4>1/1 where 4> E S" is a reflection with precisely i 
fixed points and 1/1 E S" is a reflection with precisely j fixed points. 
Note that br (f; 1, 1) is the total number of factorizations of 8 E 'T into a product 
of two reflections. This number is given explicitly in [2] (denoted as br (8». 
2. Factorization into a product of elementary bireftection polynomials 
A permutation 8 E SA (a class 'T in SA) is called an elementary permutation 
(class) iff O( f) is an elementary type. Thus, 8 is elementary iff all its orbits have 
the same cardinality, If 'T is an elementary class, then br (f; x, y) is called an 
elementary bireflection polynomial. We denote: 
[k,s]=br«k,s);x,y), (SEN), 
A bireflection of 8 is an ordered pair (4), 1/1) E SA X SA where 4>. 1/1 are reflections 
and 8 = 4>1/1, An (i, j)-bireflection of 8 is a bireflection (4), 1/1) of 8 where 4> has 
precisely i fixed points and 1/1 has precisely j fixed points. BR (8) denotes the set 
of all bireflections of 8 and BR,,( 8) denotes the set of all (i, j)-bireflections of 8. 
Thus IBR,,(8)1 = (",;l/' 
Let A h •.. , A, be mutually disjoint non-empty sets. A =AI U ... U A,. Let 
8.. E SA.' Define the sum 8 =L~ = 1 8.. E SA by 81 A .. =8". Let (4),,,1/1.. )E BR (8,,). 
Define L~ = 1 (<I>", 1/1,,) = (L~ = I 4>". L~ -I 1/1•.). If (4). 1/1) = L~ ~ I (4)u' I/Iu) then (<I>. 1/1) E 
BR (8). and if (4)u' 1/1..) is an (i.., iu)-bireflection of 8u' then (<1>,1/1) is an (i, j)­
bireflection of 8, where i =L~ = I iu ' i =L~ _Ii", 
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For T%BR(B,), Define T=:~U=,, T” b> T=(C:,, (4,, @U):(+U, Ib‘,)e ‘I*“)* Set 
Ti”l:= YP n BR,(e,l, -= Tfi BRij(B). Then clearly: 
Pmpositbn 2.1. LA e=c',=1 11) 8 'If"E BR (&J, T=CI=, T”. ‘Then 
brT(B;x, y)= fibrf(8,;x, y).
U--1 
Note that bpR@)(O; x, y) = br (8; x, y) 
Let 8 E SA. Set K(6) = {k E N: e’(k) > 0). Then 8 has a unique representation as 
a sum 0 =xkEK18) &, where Sk = (k, 8(k)). From [Z], Theorem 2.1 follows 
BR (8 = CkcKCB) BR (ok). Combining this with Proposition 2.1 we obtain: 
Theorem 2.2. Let 8 = CkeKIB) ok, wh,ere i& = (k, 8(k)). Then 
br (8; x, y) = n [k, 8(k)] 
k~K(e) 
3. The elementary lAreliection polynomials 
TheOrem 3.1. Let (k, s): be an elemenmy type, s = 2r + S, r E N,, 6 E (0,l). 77~1 
(9 [k,s]=:[k,2r+a]=s! 
where 
LjQ=X2+y2, 41= 2XY, 
ek = 0, if k is even, 
Let 8 be an elementary permutation 
is, 
cycle. 
Pro-m 3.3. 
Pr&. Every reflectbn 91 of S has 2u + 6 fixed poinb for some Or u 6 r. For a 
given u there are s!/(2w + a)! (r-u)! 2’34 different re4kctions 9i of S with 2u + 6 
.5xed points. The identity foIIows by (**). 
Ifd the following @VO ‘propositbns we &taiia [k, sf, for tvm extreme cases. 
� 
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I&oof, Let @ be a reflection of S with no firted points. (TJlere is one since 
‘$I= 2r). Then every (4, JI) E BR (0, @) is a (0, 0)-bireflection. That there are k’ 
S’L;C~bireflections is actutiy shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [2]. 
pl;opoeibbn 3m5. 
(i) [21+ 1, s], = (22 t l)sxsys, 
(ii) 121, s], = Zs(x2 + y’)“. 
Proof. Let @ be the identilry mapping of S. Let k = 21-e 1 in case (i), k = 21 in case 
(ii). We have to obtain br“(8; x, y) where T= BR (0, QI). Let B,, . . . , B, be all 
members of S, and let 0” =OlB,. Then (#,$)~Tiffthere are (&,&,)EBR(O,) 
such that (4, #)=rULL1 (&, rl,). That is T=C”,=, BR(8,). Hence, by Proposition 
2.1. 
IX sl,=brT(e; x, y)= fit@ *@‘U)(@ y) = br ((k, = [k, l]“.,,, , x 1); X, y)” 
l4=1 
(i) and (ii) follow by Proposition 3.2. 
proposition 3.6. Let 0~ u < r, then 
(9 [2Z + 1,2r+ s-j, = (21+ l)r+u+SX2u+s - y2u+-6, 
(ii) [21,2r + 61, = 2’-” 9 Ir+u+S (x’ + y2)2u+8. 
PFOO#. Let Qi be a reflection of S with 2u + 6 fixed points. Let S1 c S be the set of 
fixed points of CD, S, =S-S1. Set @$,=@IS,, @,=@/S,. Then Qz,, has no fixed 
points, and @, is an identity. Let AO=USO, A,-US,, &,=81A,, &=81A1. 
Then tI=$+~,,BR(t9;@)=BR(8,;@)+BR(8,; ;i,) andso by Proposition 2.1: 
bf=-“(e; x, y) = br=%;4d(&,; x, y) . b~A’9+‘d(&; x, y). 
Let k = 21+ 1 in case (i), k = %I in case (ii). We havt: 
bp*(*;‘=)( 8; x, y) = [k, 2r + S-J,, 
bP*@@J( 8,; x, y) = [k, 2( ~4 - u,b, 
hpR(b,:@,i(e *; x. y) = [F:, 2u f 81,‘. 
Hence 
[k,Zr+6],=[k,2( r - u,],, - [k 2~ + % 
Substituting Propositions 3.4 and 3 %5 we obtain the desired result. 
We complete th 1 prmf of Thecbrern 3.1 by substituting Propositnon 3.6 ink) 
&rr_a~i$cl&&gpp&#&* 
: . 
. 
~ 
We niake the &~&tim [k, 012 1 for all k F, N (This agrees with (*) of 
Theorem 3.1.) Combining ‘I’heorems 2.2 and 3.1 we b&ain. 
Theaem 4.1, Let T be a conjugucy class in at symmetric group, $,. kt q,,(x, y) = 
x*+Y’, q&c, yW!xy. Then br(F;x, y)=n;=, [k,i&k)] whem far I, rd&,, C, 
8 d% 11, 
We dose with same Gstrative remarks. 
60 [I7 2r+8] k is generating function for the re”fecBhn classes of Szt+b. In fact, 
� 
� � 
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the coefficient of xiyi in [1,2r+ S] is the Lumber cf qT:ays the identity can bt 
factored into a product ++ of reflections, having i, j fixed points respect&ty . 
Hence this coefficient hs zero unless i = j ‘- h-4 + 6 for some OC u G r, and then we 
have cww SW& representation for each reflection Q with i fixed points. Substitr+g 
b = 1 in (*) we obtain as expected: 
i (2r + S)! XZu+8yLti+~ 
=,,,(2u+6)!(r--u)!2’-” 
(b) We list [k, s] for s = 1, . . . , 10, abbretiating qe, to (I: 
Ik 13=4kh 
[k, 2]= k+$k*q*, 
Ik,3 -j = fk2q +gc3q3, 
[k4]=3k2+$k3q2.&k4q4, 
[k,5]==~k3q+$k4q3+&k5q5, 
[k, 6]= 15k3+~k4q2+~k5q4+&k6q6 9 
Ik, 73 =~k4q++/%5q3+#6q5+&k7q7, 
[~8]=105k4+105k5q2+~k6q4+&k7q5+&kbq8, 
[k,9]=~k5q+~k 6q3+~k7q5+$kaq7+&kgqg, 
[k, 10]=945k5+4~k6q2+~k7q4+~kBq6+&k9q8+&~k10q10, 
(c) As an example, we obtain c_ for the class T of type 112253, and all pairs ~,CT 
of recs in S20. By Theorem 4.1 and (b): 
br (F; x, y) = [l, 11. [2,2] [5,3]= (x y)(2 +(x2 + y*)*)(‘TSxy + 125~~~~) 
= 150~*y*+75(x~y~+x~y~)+400x~y~+ 125(x4ys+xsy”)+250xsy6. 
Thus 
@R2&T,‘= IsO, C&&r = C&R2T = 75 3 
= 400, C&J+ = CRJQ = 125,C%&t 
= 250,c&W 
and C_ = 0 for all other pairs (p, CT) of reflection classes. 
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